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Hardback
270 x 210mm
160pp
168 b&w, 38 colour illustrations

ISBN:  978 178521 094 5
Book No:  H6094
Haynes RRP:  £22.99 
Pub Month:  January 2018

T-34 Tank Manual
1940 to date (all models) 
by Mark Healy

The Soviet T-34 was the most 
produced tank of the Second World 
War and its revolutionary sloping 
armour became a major influence on 
future tank design. With its combination 
of heavy firepower, mobility and 
protection, the T-34 gave the Red Army 
a war-winning weapon with which to 
break the German Army on the Eastern 
Front. A mainstay of the Soviet 
armoured divisions, it was widely 
exported after the war and in 2017 it 
remains in frontline service with many 
third world countries. Author Mark 
Healy combines a detailed technical 
examination of the T-34 with its 
legendary combat history.

New Titles - January 2018

Other great titles available:

Book No: H5232
Haynes RRP: £21.99

Book No: H5101
Haynes RRP: £21.99

Book No: H4931
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Book No: H5827
Haynes RRP: £22.99
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New Titles - January / February 2018

New in paperback. We live in a world where the body beautiful is a thing to aspire to. 
Hollywood movies, glossy magazines and local gyms all make us feel self-conscious 
and somewhat lacking, yet most of us have no idea how to really go about achieving 
a figure or physique to be proud of. The simple truth is that the task is challenging 
and exercise is actually only about one-third of the battle. This manual gives you the 
information to get the exercise bit right, as well as how to manage the nutrition, sleep 
and stress that goes into the other, arguably more important, two-thirds.

Body Transformation Manual
The ultimate 12-week workout plan
by Sean Lerwill

Paperback
270 x 210mm
176pp
400 colour illustrations

ISBN: 9781785211782
Book No: H6178
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: JANUARY 2018

Paperback  
270 x 210mm  
368pp
800 b & w illustrations 

ISBN:  978 178521 408 0
Book No:  6408
Haynes RRP:  £22.99 
Pub Month:  JANUARY 2018

This manual covers the following:

Petrol: 1.6 litre (1595cc) & 2.0 litre (1984cc).  
Diesel: 1.6 litre (1598cc), 1.9 litre (1896cc) & 2.0 litre (1968cc). 

Does NOT cover 1.2, 1.4 or 1.8 litre petrol models or 2.0 litre TSI petrol with engine code CCZB. 
fully-automatic transmission, ‘Flex-fuel’ models or Leon ‘Mk 3’ model range introduced October 2012. 
Covers Cupra and Cupra R models and DSG transmission.

Seat Leon (Sept ‘05 to Sept ‘12) 55 to 62
by Mark Storey

FEBRUARY

With its cranked wing and vulture-like looks the Junkers Ju 87 Stuka dive-bomber came 
to symbolise the terror of the German Blitzkrieg. In the early years of the Second World 
War the Ju 87 lived up to its fearsome reputation, but it eventually met its match when 
pitted against more modern adversaries. Supported by a comprehensive selection 
of photographs and technical drawings, Jonathan Falconer describes the design, 
construction and operation of the feared Stuka, which saw frontline action wherever the 
German Army went – from Norway, western Europe and Russia, to North Africa.

Junkers Ju 87 Stuka Manual
All marks and variants (1935–45)
by Jonathan Falconer

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
50 colour, 250 b&w illustrations

ISBN: 9781785211416
Book No: H6141
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: FEBRUARY 2018

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK

Online Manual available  
upon publicationMOL
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New Titles - Febuary 2018

Siege warfare is a demanding form of combat, which occupies a unique place in military 
history. In contrast to mobile combat, a siege centres on a fixed location, where an  
attacking force has to utilize a mixture of guile, patience, technology and brute force to 
wear down their opponents and force submission. This manual tracks the technology, 
artillery and tactics of setting and maintaining a siege, focusing on the mighty engines 
themselves, but also discussing the more subtle arts of siege warfare and the critical 
roles that negotiation, etiquette, spies, sabotage and infiltration played for both sides.

Siege Warfare Operations Manual
From ancient times to the beginning of the gunpowder age
by Dr Chris McNab

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
50 b&w, 200 colour illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 146 1
Book No: H6146
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: FEBRUARY 2018

Tabletop gaming is enjoying a huge renaissance, with more people enjoying the 
physical, non-digital aspects of playing, along with the social interaction. Media interest 
has also increased, with celebrity endorsements such as Wil Wheaton’s Tabletop show 
and international newspapers hosting regular board game content.  The Tabletop 
Gaming Manual covers all aspects of games, from popular and traditional through to 
role playing and miniatures. It includes specific and specialist information for each area, 
appealing to the enthusiast market and serious gamer, but also to the curious beginner.

Tabletop Gaming Manual
A comprehensive guide to the diverse world of modern tabletop games
by Matt Thrower

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
400 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 149 2
Book No: H6149
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: FEBRUARY 2018

COVER UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Isambard Kingdom Brunel’s SS Great Britain was a world first when she was launched 
at Bristol in 1843. This uniquely successful passenger ship design brought together the 
leading technologies of the day (screw propeller, iron hull and 1,000hp steam engine) 
to transform world travel. She was a successful ship and continued sailing until 1886, 
travelling 32 times around the world and nearly one million miles at sea. Great Britain 
was finally abandoned in the Falkland Islands in 1937 but in 1970 an ambitious salvage 
effort brought her home to Bristol, where today she is conserved.

SS Great Britain Manual
An insight into the design, construction and operation 
of Brunel’s famous passenger ship
by Brian Lavery

Paperback
270 x 210mm
160pp
50 b&w, 250 colour &illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 172 0
Book No: H6172
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: FEBRUARY 2018

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK
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Hardback
270 x 210mm
160pp
40 b&w, 225 colour illustrations

ISBN:  978 085733 796 2
Book No:  H5796
Haynes RRP:  £22.99 
Pub Month:  FEBRUARY 2018

Porsche 956 & 962 
Owners’ Workshop 
Manual
1982 onwards (all models)
by Ian Wagstaff

The Porsche 956 is the iconic ‘Group C’ 
sports-racing car that dominated 
sports-car racing throughout the 1980s. 
In its debut season, the 956 won the 
1982 Le Mans 24-hours race in the 
hands of Derek Bell and Jacky Ickx, 
956s completing a clean sweep of the 
podium. The car went on to win Le 
Mans for four consecutive years, before 
it was superceded by the Porsche 962 
– visually similar to the 956, though 
featuring a longer wheelbase and other 
detailed differences. The 962 won Le 
Mans in 1986 and 1987, and a heavily 
modified example won again in 1994. 
With the 956 and 962, Porsche won five 
consecutive World Endurance 
Championship titles. This book provides 
new insight into the cars, looking at a 
range of restored examples today. The 
book also features a wealth of archive 
photography and detailed images of the 
cars’ anatomy, plus interviews with 
drivers and engineers who worked with 
the cars.

New Titles - February 2018

Book No: H5765
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Book No: H6113
Haynes RRP: £25.00

Book No: H5114
Haynes RRP: £25.00

Book No: H5787
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Other great titles available:
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New Titles - February / March 2018

This manual covers the following:

Petrol: 1.4 litre (1386cc) & 1.6 litre (1598cc)
Diesel: 1.5 litre (1461cc) 

Does NOT cover new Nissan Note range introduced October 2013 

Nissan Note (‘06-Sept ‘13) 06 to 63
by Peter Gill

Hardback
270 x 210mm
320pp
800 b & w illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 411 0
Book No: 6411
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: FEBRUARY 2018

Skylab was officially named in 1969 as the first US space station and it was developed 
out of an existing set of Apollo hardware. Skylab orbited the Earth from 1973 to 1979, 
and supported three extended periods in orbit for astronaut teams between mid-1973 
and early 1974. Skylab re-entered Earth’s atmosphere and disintegrated in 1979. This 
book focuses on the engineering and design of Skylab. It also describes the adapted 
Apollo spacecraft used to ferry astronauts to the station, and the new launch method 
for the Saturn IB rockets used to send astronauts to Skylab.

NASA Skylab Owners Workshop Manual        
1969 to 1979 (all models)
by David Baker

Hardback
270 x 210mm
208pp
75 b&w, 200 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 065 5
Book No: H6065
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

Probably best-known for its starring role in the Hollywood movie Top Gun, the variable 
geometry two-seat carrier-based Grumman F-14 Tomcat was the US Navy’s primary 
maritime air superiority fighter and fleet defence interceptor between 1974 and 2006. 
Tony Holmes reviews the design, construction and use of the Tomcat, as well as its 
Cold War combat career and later service in Operation Desert Storm and the War on 
Terror. He also includes vivid first-person insights from Tomcat fliers and maintainers.

Grumman F-14 Tomcat
All models 1970–2006
by Tony Holmes

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
75 b&w,  
200 colour illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 100 3
Book No: H6100
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

MARCH

Online Manual available  
upon publicationMOL
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New Titles - March 2018

8.8cm Flak Manual
The 8.8cm Flugzeugabwehrkanone (Models 18/36/37/41)
by Chris McNab

The 8.8cm Flugzeugabwehrkanone 18/36/37/41 – the ‘8.8cm Flak’ – was one of the 
most successful and influential artillery gun types in the German arsenal in the Second 
World War. Chris McNab tells the historical, technical and tactical story of this legendary 
weapon including insights into operating procedures, ammunition types, crew roles and 
experience, and the weapon’s performance in all key theatres, primarily in terms of its 
anti-aircraft and anti-tank uses. First-hand accounts of the gun in combat, plus engineer 
and operator manuals, are supported with archive photographs and detailed close-ups 
of preserved 88s in the Crompton and Muckleburgh Collections in the UK.

Hardback
270 x 210mm
176pp
180 b&w, 126 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 133 1
Book No: H6133
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

Many people are looking at ways to extend their homes rather than move house. 
Whether you plan to employ a building contractor or tackle some of the works yourself, 
this best-selling manual will show you how to stay firmly in control, resulting in a high-
quality extension, completed on time and within budget. This new edition will include 
all the up-do-date information on complying with the latest Building Regs and Planning 
requirements, CAD design, energy-efficiency, under floor heating, bi-folds, liquid 
screeds, woodburning stoves and renewable energy. 

Hardback
270 x 210mm
248pp
724 colour illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 170 6
Book No: H6170
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

Home Extension Manual (3rd edition)
The step-by-step guide to planning, building and managing a project
by Ian Rock

Triumph Bonneville T100, T120, Bobber, 
Thruxton, Street Twin, Cup & Scrambler (16 - 17)
by Matthew Coombs

Paperback
270 x 210mm
320pp
100 colour & 1000 b & w illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 401 1
Book No: 6401
Haynes RRP: £24.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

This manual covers the following:

Street Twin 900cc ’16 - ‘17   
Street Cup 900cc 2017  
Street Scrambler 900cc 2017 
Bonneville T100 900cc 2017  

Bonneville T120 1200cc ’16 - ‘17 
Bobber 1200cc 2017 
Thruxton 1200cc ’16 - ‘17 
Thruxton R 1200cc ’16 - ‘17

Online Manual available  
upon publicationMOL
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New Titles - March 2018

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
450 colour illustrations

ISBN:  978 178521 169 0
Book No:  H6169
Haynes RRP:  £22.99 
Pub Month:   MARCH 2018

Horse Racing Manual
The in-depth guide to 
owning, training, racing & 
following
by Tom Peacock

Horse racing is the second-most 
attended sport in the United Kingdom 
behind football, with over 6 million 
visitors each year. While it has a core 
support of those who go many times 
through the calendar, a far higher 
percentage will probably attend only 
once or twice and can often find the 
experience overwhelming.

The Horse Racing Manual guides the 
reader through a first day at the races, 
explaining all the elements and 
considerations, from what to wear to 
placing a bet.

Unlike other books on the market, it 
takes the reader further and goes 
‘behind the scenes’, providing 
explanations into the physiology of the 
horse and where it comes from, the 
processes and people involved in 
leading it to become a racehorse, the 
breeders, farriers, owners, trainers  
and jockeys. It also covers placing a 
bet and the best ways of finding a 
winner, the rules of racing, the different 
types of races and racecourses around 
the world.

The manual centres upon the UK but, 
subtle differences aside, it broadly 
translates for racing in other countries 
worldwide - including the USA, 
Australia, France, India and Ireland.

Other great titles available:

Book No: H6075
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Book No: H5481
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Book No:.H5853 
Haynes RRP: £12.99

Book No: H5801
Haynes RRP: £22.99
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New Titles - March /April 2018

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK

Karting Manual 2nd Edition
The complete beginner’s guide to competitive kart racing
by João Diniz Sanches

New in paperback.  In recent years, karting has grown significantly as an accessible, 
affordable introduction to motorsport with the emergence of indoor karting tracks 
across Europe, and many first-time karters are sufficiently stirred by the experience 
to want to progress further. Now in its second edition, this comprehensive practical 
book covers all the fundamentals of kart racing, catering for the complete novice yet 
sufficiently detailed to benefit those racing at club level

Paperback
270 x 210mm
176pp
216 colour illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 174 4
Book No: H6174
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

Paperback
270 x 210mm
400pp
900 b & w illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 412 7
Book No: 6412
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

Citroën Dispatch, Peugeot Expert, FIAT Scudo & Toyota Proace
(’07 – ’16)
by Martynn Randall

This manual covers the following:

Diesel engines: 1.6 litre (1560cc) & 2.0 litre (1997cc)

Does NOT cover models with petrol engines, automatic transmission, or equipment specific to combi, 
refrigerated & crew vans

APRIL

In the summer of 793 AD Viking raiders appeared without warning off the coast of 
Northumberland and attacked and looted the monastic island of Lindisfarne. Who 
were these mysterious raiders, and where had they come from? In this manual, veteran 
historian Angus Konstam answers these questions by focusing on the Viking warrior 
himself, exploring the Norse culture, the way the people lived and dressed, the weapons 
they carried and how they used them. The result is an accessible, informative book that 
uncovers the world of the Viking in a way that has never been done before.

Viking Warrior Operations Manual
The Life, equipment, weapons and fighting tactics of the Vikings
by Angus Konstam

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
150 b&w, 150 colour illustrations

ISBN: 9781 78521 173 7
Book No: H6173
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MARCH 2018

Online Manual available  
upon publicationMOL
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New Titles - March 2018

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
50 b&w, 200 colour illustrations

ISBN:  978 178521 147 8
Book No:  H6147
Haynes RRP:  £22.99 
Pub Month:  MARCH 2018

The Medieval Castle 
Design, construction, 
daily life
by Charles Phillips

An illustrated, behind the scenes look 
at medieval castles and how they 
combined two purposes, a weapon of 
war and a home for an entire 
community. Using the beautiful 
construction of a medieval castle at 
Guédelon as the starting point for each 
chapter, the book takes each section of 
the building itself to explain its design, 
construction and how it was used and 
lived in. Using images and techniques 
learned at the site, step-by-step 
photographs reveal the ancient skills of 
stone working, carpentry, dying, rope 
making, milling and many more, while 
the text discusses the similarities with 
other impressive medieval castles from 
the same period.

had the same composition as the historical mortar from Ratilly 
and Saint-Fargeau. From that time on, the mortar makers at 
Guédelon used non-hydraulic lime, which is a close physical/
chemical match to the medieval material he studied, and local 
sand.

LINES OF ATTACK – AND DEFENCE
The positioning of the gatehouse was a key defensive 
concern. At Château Gaillard, Richard I and his masons did 
not position the gateway to the outer bailey along the main 
approach that an attacking army would have taken to the 

castle, but instead situated it on one of the side walls so that 
the attackers would have had to manoeuvre along the 
north-east wall of the outer bailey – under fire from bowmen 
on the curtain walls the whole way. At Dover Castle, Henry III’s 
master mason moved the main gateway after the experience 
of the siege of 1216–17, when the twin-towered gateway, 
being directly in line with the main approach from outside, had 
proved vulnerable and been badly damaged and partially 
undermined. In the rearrangement, the entrance was moved 
to the west curtain wall, as at Château Gaillard, forcing those 
approaching to make their way along the curtain wall under 

32 GATEHOUSE, TOWERS AND DRAWBRIDGE GATEHOUSES 33

BUILDING TECHNIQUES: HOW TO MAKE LIME

In 2015, the Guédelon team, with the help of archaeologists 
from the French National Institute for Preventive Archaeology, 
built an experimental lime kiln based on medieval designs. 

The kiln is built against a bank of earth. On top of the 
firebox, masons constructed a dome out of small blocks of 
limestone. This dome was then covered with clay and a fire 

was lit in the firebox. This fire was kept burning for four days 
and three nights to produce quicklime. At the end of the firing, 
the masons carefully removed the blocks of quicklime and 
plunged them into tubs of water. This process, called 
‘slaking’, produced the non-hydraulic lime putty used on site 
to make mortar.

1 Text to be supplied for here, text to come. Text to be 
supplied for here, text to come. Text to be supplied for here, 
text to come. Text to be supplied for here, text to come. 

3 Text to be supplied for here, text to 
come. Text to be supplied for here, text 
to come. Text to be supplied for here, 
text to come. Text to be supplied for 
here, text to come. 

4 Text to be supplied for here, text to 
come. Text to be supplied for here, text 
to come. Text to be supplied for here, 
text to come. Text to be supplied for 
here, text to come. 

2 Text to be supplied for here, text to come. Text to be 
supplied for here, text to come. Text to be supplied for here, 
text to come. Text to be supplied for here, text to come. 

5 Text to be supplied for here, text to 
come. Text to be supplied for here, text 
to come. Text to be supplied for here, 
text to come. Text to be supplied for 
here, text to come. 

GREAT SIEGE OF DOVER
Dover Castle was besieged for ten months in 1216–17 by 
an invading force led by Prince Louis of France in support 
of the barons who were in revolt against King John. These 
barons had offered Louis the throne of England and he had 
even been proclaimed king in London, but Dover held firm 
under Hubert de Burgh, Justiciar of England, with a 
garrison force that included 140 knights. The siege began 
when Louis first attacked the main castle gateway in July 
1216 with siege engines, then under cover of a ‘cat’ (a 
kind of wheeled hut that protected those under it from 
missiles and arrow bolts). This enabled Louis’ men to 
access the barbican and undermine the oak stockade that 
defended it, allowing his army to pour into the barbican 
and capture it. He then set his diggers to undermine the 
gatehouse. They succeeded in bringing one of the twin 
towers crashing down, but found that the gap this created 
had been blocked by the defenders, who had built a 
barricade within. The attackers were thus driven back and 
never came that close to taking the castle again. A long 
siege ensued, and eventually Louis abandoned his 
attempts to take the English crown. 
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116 PRIVATE ROOMS AND LIVING CHAMBERS PRIVATE ROOMS AND GUEST ACCOMMODATION 117

proportioned windows, of course, added beauty to a fine 
building; in themselves they were a mark of status. At 
Guédelon, four two-light windows carved from limestone are 
set in the southern facade of the North Range and another 
window with a sculpted quatrefoil element is in the western 
gable end. As in the ladies’ chamber at Chepstow, each of 
the windows is fitted with a stone window seat. In the days 
before electricity, people had to make the most of natural 
light, and window seats enabled them to do this for as long 
as possible when they were at work on embroidery or sitting 
reading.

In designing the windows, the master mason at Guédelon 
knew he had to match the facade of other castles built 
c1230-40, following the style established by Philip Augustus. 
He chose to use pointed-arch two-light mullion windows with 
trefoil mouldings, based on the design at the castle of 
Crépy-en-Valois (Oise). This was sketched on site and then 
adapted to suit the dimensions at Guédelon, in the same way 
that an itinerant master mason of the Middle Ages would 
adapt a feature he had seen or even built elsewhere to be 
appropriate for a particular setting. 

BUILDING TECHNIQUES: DECORATING
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supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied, text to come. 
Text to be supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied, text to 
come. Text to be supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied. 
Text to be supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied.

3 gued2012Ch7.2.1viiCP yes please 3. Text to be supplied, 
text to come. Text to be supplied, text to come. Text to be 
supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied, text to come. Text 
to be supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied. Text to be 
supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied.

4 gued2012Ch7.2.1viiP yes please 4. Text to be supplied, 
text to come. Text to be supplied, text to come. Text to be 
supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied, text to come. Text 
to be supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied. Text to be 
supplied, text to come. Text to be supplied.

MAKING PAINTS FROM MINERAL PIGMENTS
The colour workshop is situated about 250m (yards) to the 
east of the eastern gatehouse at Guédelon. There, the 
women in charge of the ‘House of Colours’ employ 
plant-based dyes to make coloured cloth and wools, and 
mineral pigments to mix a range of hues. 

In order to create the latter, the women use the clays, 
stones and ochre-coloured earth found in abundance on 
the castle site to produce 12 colours. For instance, yellow 
ochre can be heated, which causes it to turn red and 
provide burnt-red ochre. Clay can produce beige colours 
– when heated, it turns a pinkish-beige colour. Quarry sand 

gives orange colours; hematite, dark red. In the places 
where charcoal earth clamps have been positioned, the 
women gather burnt charcoal dust, with which they create 
dark grey and blacks. When they mix charcoal with lime, 
they produce bluey-grey tints. The earth itself can be 
processed to make a pigment that can be used to mix up 
paints. First, they wash it by mixing it with water, then they 
leave it to stand: the heavier grains sink to the bottom and 
separate from the watery solution that contains the finer 
particles. They set aside this water and allow it to 
evaporate naturally, leaving behind the useful pigment. 

 gued2012Ch7.2.1ii*JR CP yes please  Caption to be 
supplied, text to be supplied Caption to be supplied, text 
to be supplied Caption to be supplied.

 gued2012Ch7.2.1iii*JR CP yes please Caption to be 
supplied, text to be supplied Caption to be supplied, text 
to be supplied Caption to be supplied.

 gued2012Ch7.1v use large be supplied Caption to be 
supplied, text to be supplied Caption to be supplied, text 
to be supplied Caption to be supplied, text to be supplied 
Caption to be supplied, text to be supplied Caption to be 
supplied, text to be supplied

cross-rib descends to meet the walls. At this point the walls 
were 2.73m (almost 9ft) thick and needed to be very strong to 
support the vault’s weight, so correspondingly vast amounts 
of mortar and rubble stones were therefore needed to make 
them. The masons hauled the stones to the upper levels of 
the great tower where they were working using the double-
wheel treadmill, which was fitted on the adjoining curtain wall. 
They needed to use the treadmill 12 times per day to keep 
the masons supplied. 

In constructing an arch, the keystone is the final stone to 
be put in place at the top, but when building a rib vault, the 
opposite is true: the keystone is the first to be laid. At 
Guédelon, this was placed at the top of the wooden centring 
(framing that is used to support an arch) that had been 
installed with great skill and care by the carpenters – 
particularly because the keystone, which took no less than 
one month to carve, was extremely delicate. Once in positon, 

much longer than the voussoirs, arranged vertically and fitted 
into the wall; blocking stones embedded in the rubble core of 
the wall provide added strength and distributed the load into 
the wall. This combination resisted and held the thrust of the 
vault’s load. 

After the keystone and voussoirs had been placed around 
the centring, the centring was gently lowered a few 
centimetres to cause the vault to come under load. This was 
a tense moment: would it hold? All was well, and so the 
masons filled in the webbing – the masonry in the spaces 
between the ribs – to complete the vault and took down the 
centring. 

Building the mural staircase
At the same time that the vaulting was being erected, another 
team of masons was at work building the vaulted mural 
stairway that leads to the second floor of the Great Tower and 

the keystone was the guide for the building up of the ribs 
around the centring. 

The carpenters made the centring needed to support the 
vault while it was under construction. For this cross-rib vault 
they adapted an earlier centring they had made for the 
construction of the rib vault on the ground floor chamber of 
the Great Tower, which had then been dismantled and stored 
in the carpenters’ workshop. Now they rebuilt it in the 
workshop and enlarged it to make it suitable for the lord’s 
chamber. To install it, they then dismantled it again and 
hoisted the sections onto the tower before rebuilding the 
structure in situ. From inside the lord’s chamber they built a 
putlog scaffold to support the centring. The scaffold 
combined vertical and angled poles supported by putlogs 
– timber sections fitted into specially built holes in the 
masonry. Each of the six ribs bore a load of approximately 25 
tonnes. At the base of each rib were four springer stones, 

is located in the thickness of the wall. These mural staircases 
and passages could be very dark and gloomy, but became 
much brighter when the walls were lime-rendered – a matter 
of only a couple of hours’ work. The contrast between before 
and after is quite startling.

Creating octagonal rooms
After building and installing the cross-rib vault in the lord’s 
chamber, the masons began laying out the octagonal 
second-floor chamber in the Great Tower – the room above 
the cross-rib vault of the lord’s chamber. To keep them 
supplied with building materials, the double-wheeled treadmill 
was mounted on the top level of the tower itself – a full 16m 
(more than 50ft) above the bottom of the dry ditch far below. 
They also finished the mural stairway and the vaulted corridor 
it led into outside the octagonal chamber – a space that was 
planned with a well-proportioned fireplace and two windows 
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 gued2010Ch6.3.2i*JR the corbels and tas-de-charge have 
been fixed CP>yes please 1, text to be supplied Caption to 
be supplied, text to be supplied

 gued2011Ch6.3.2.ii*JR the centring has been installed 
CP>yes please 2, text to be supplied Caption to be supplied, 
text to be supplied Caption to be supplied, text to be supplied

 gued2011Ch6.3.2.viiii building the webbing CP>yes please 
7, text to be supplied Caption to be supplied, text to be 
supplied Caption to be supplied, text to be supplied

 gued2011Ch6.3.2.x*JR the finished vault CCP>yes please 
8, text to be supplied Caption to be supplied, text to be 
supplied Caption to be supplied, text to be supplied

 gued2015Ch6.3.2.xii *JR must use, good interior, window 
with sone window seats in lord’s chamber text to be supplied 
Caption to be supplied, text to be supplied

 gued2011Ch6.3.2.viii*JR building the ribs – the final stones 
to be inserted are the counter keys CP>yes please 6, text to 
be supplied Caption to be supplied, text to be supplied.

 gued2011Ch6.3.2.v preparing to hoist the keystone 
CP>yes please 3 AND gued2011Ch6.3.2.vi*JR fixing the 
keystone on the centring CP>yes please 4Book No:H5234

Haynes RRP: £21.99
Book No: H5508
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Other great titles available:

Book No: H6189
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Book No: 6148
Haynes RRP: £22.99
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New Titles - April 2018

With an active service life of more than 40 years with the Royal Navy and the RAF, the 
Westland Wessex was one of the most versatile helicopters of the Cold War. Its duties 
included Special Forces insertions during the Falklands War, anti-submarine warfare, 
search and rescue, as well as battlefield troop transport and supplies carrier. Lee 
Howard has benefitted from access to restored Wessex airframes to complete a full 
Haynes Manual treatment of this versatile helicopter, including insights into its operation 
and maintenance from former Wessex air and groundcrews.

Westland Wessex Manual
1958 onwards (all models)
by Lee Howard

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
150 b&w, 150 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 117 1
Book No: H6117
Haynes RRP: £25.00 
Pub Month: APRIL 2018

New in paperback. Increasingly congested public roads provide few opportunities to 
enjoy driving to the full, and yet modern performance cars are the most exciting ever 
– hence the booming appeal of track days. This extensively illustrated colour book 
contains all the information needed to enjoy track days to the maximum, providing 
a sound introduction for complete novices, whilst presenting advice and information 
which will prove invaluable to those already involved in the burgeoning track-day scene.

Track Day Manual
The complete guide to taking your car on the race track
by Mike Breslin

Paperback
270 x 210mm
168pp
222 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 175 1
Book No: H6175
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: APRIL 2018

BMW R nineT, Scrambler Pure, Racer, Urban
by Matthew Coombs

Paperback
320pp
270 x 210mm
100 colour & 1000 b & w illustrations

ISBN: 9781785214028
Book No: 6402
Haynes RRP: £24.99 
Pub Month: APRIL 2018

This manual covers the following:

1170cc 14 - 18, 16 - 18, 17 - 18, 17 - 18,

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK

Online Manual available  
upon publicationMOL
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New Titles - April / May 2018

Hardback
270 x 210mm
356pp
800 b & w illustrations 

ISBN: 9781 78521 413 4
Book No: 6413 
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: APRIL 2018

As an icon of the post-war boom in mass air travel, the American-designed and built 
Boeing 707 became the face of passenger air transport in the 1960s and remained at 
the forefront of civil aviation into the 1970s. The shapely four-jet narrow body helped 
establish Boeing as one of the largest manufacturers of passenger aircraft. Charles 
Kennedy lifts the panels to explore the anatomy of the ‘707 and looks at what it was like 
to operate, fly and maintain the jet against the backdrop of the swinging 60s and the 
hijackings of the 70s.

Boeing 707 Manual
1957 onwards (all marks)
by Charles Kennedy

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
100 b&w, 200 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 136 2
Book No: H6136
Haynes RRP: £25.00 
Pub Month: MAY 2018

This manual covers the following:

Petrol: 1.4 litre (1364cc) & 1.6 litre (1598cc)
Diesel: 1.6 litre (1598cc) & 1.7 litre (1686cc)

Does NOT cover ‘Mokka X’ range introduced October 2016 or dual fuel (LPG) models 

Vauxhall Mokka (‘12-’17)
by John Mead

MAY

New in paperback.  This is a modern illustrated ‘how to’ guide to kayaking, with 
authoritative information for beginners as well as the experienced paddler, all delivered 
with humour and enthusiasm. Presented in colour with easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
photographic sequences and inspirational action images, this manual covers everything 
from flat water through to ocean paddling, white water and surfing. It also explains the 
clothing and equipment required for every type of kayaking and, of course, the boats 
and paddles themselves, as well as weather, hydrodynamics, safety and rescue.

Kayaking Manual
The essential guide to all kinds of kayaking
by Bill Mattos

Paperback
270 x 210mm
176pp
411 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 179 9
Book No: H6179
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: APRIL 2018

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK

Online Manual available  
upon publicationMOL

COVER UNDER DEVELOPMENT
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Hardback
270 x 210mm
168pp
25 b&w, 275 colour illustrations

ISBN:  978 178521 137 9
Book No:  H6137
Haynes RRP:  £22.99 
Pub Month:  MAY 2018

McLaren MP4/4 Owners 
Workshop Manual
An insight into the 
design, engineering, 
maintenance and 
operation of McLaren’s 
World-Championship-
winning F1 car
by Steve Rendle

The McLaren MP4/4 is the iconic 
Honda V6 turbo-powered F1 car built 
by McLaren for the 1988 grand prix 
season, driven by Ayrton Senna and 
Alain Prost. Remarkably, the car won all 
but one race during the year, and took 
McLaren’s new recruit Senna to his first 
World Championship after a season-
long battle with team-mate Prost. 
McLaren achieved an astonishing ten 
1–2 finishes with the car, and suffered 
only two car-related retirements during 
the season. The MP4/4 is still 
statistically the most dominant F1 car 
ever built, taking pole position and 
victory in all but one of the 1988 
season’s 16 races, Senna taking 13 
pole positions, and eight wins, with two 
poles and seven wins for Prost. 
Published to celebrate the 30th 
anniversary of the car’s championship-
winning season, this manual is officially 
licensed from McLaren, and produced 
with the team’s full cooperation and 
unique access to a race-winning MP4/4 
chassis. Here is a unique insight into 
the design, engineering and operation 
of one of F1’s most iconic cars, 
featuring input from the designers, 
engineers and drivers involved.

New Titles - May 2018

Book No: H5777
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Book No: H5825
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Other great titles available:

Book No: H5811
Haynes RRP: £22.99

Book No: H5312x
Haynes RRP: £21.99

COVER FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
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New Titles - May 2018

The Colosseum in Rome impressed the world when completed in 80AD, continued 
to impress throughout the Middle Ages and Renaissance, and still does so today. 
If it is still Rome’s greatest landmark, an unfailing magnet for tourists, it is also a 
brilliant example of Roman technology at its most sophisticated, a smooth-running 
machine in stone, cement and marble that for centuries staged Rome’s lavish if brutal 
entertainments. This book investigates its construction, its workings and history, 
including its recent triumphant restoration.

The Colosseum
Design • Construction • Events
by Nigel Rodgers

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192pp
250 colour illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 148 5
Book No: H6148
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MAY 2018

Outdoor enthusiasts thinking of trying adventure motorcycling will be inspired, 
invigorated and informed by this expert manual which covers every aspect of the trip, 
including practicalities (cost, personal fitness, how long you can be away from home), 
choosing the right bike, equipment, clothing, legal documentation, riding techniques, 
maintenance, navigation and emergencies. Whether stranded on a mountainside or 
dreaming in the armchair, both experienced and would-be adventurers will find this 
book essential reading.

Adventure Motorcycling Manual
Everything you need to plan and complete the journey of a lifetime
by Robert Wicks

Paperback
270 x 210mm
224pp
287 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 180 5
Book No: H6180
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: MAY 2018

New in paperback. The modern drum-kit has come a long way in the 110 years that have 
elapsed since it evolved in around 1901 in the bars and brothels of New Orleans – but 
the principles remain the same. The biggest improvement has been the introduction of 
better engineering and sturdier hardware – all of which needs constant maintenance. 
This manual covers the subject in detail with step-by-step instructions and clear colour 
photographs, plus 12 fascinating case studies of a wide range of equipment from vintage 
1930s beginnings through mid-price and pro kits to a Roland Digital kit.

Drum-Kit Manual
How to buy, maintain and improve your drum-kit
by Paul Balmer

Paperback
270 x 210mm
208pp
968 colour illustrations 

ISBN: 978 178521 176 8
Book No: H6176
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: MAY 2018

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK
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New Titles - May / June 2018

Brass Instrument Manual
How to buy, maintain and set up your  
trumpet, trombone, tuba, horn and cornet
by Simon Croft & Andy Taylor

Catering for trumpet, trombone, tuba, horn and cornet players, this manual presents a 
unique step-by-step guide with detailed illustrations showing how to maintain and repair 
your instrument like a professional technician. It also explains how your instrument 
works – what the valves do and what happens to the air – as well as the effects of 
different components on sound, tone and playing style. This valuable guide to caring 
for and understanding your brass instrument is completed by image galleries of iconic 
instruments past and present, along with the players associated with them.

Paperback
270 x 210mm
208pp
32 b&w, 667 colour illustrations

ISBN: 978 178521 181 2
Book No: H6181
Haynes RRP: £14.99 
Pub Month: JUNE 2018

This new manual takes a look at what we know about the ‘red planet’ that has 
fascinated man for centuries, and presents the next major challenge in the exploration 
of our solar system. Currently NASA is developing the SLS (Space Launch System) 
rocket and Orion module, with the possibility of developing a manned mission to 
Mars in the future. From early telescopic observations through the dawn of the space 
age, to today’s quest for life on Mars, using orbiters, landers and rovers, following the 
discovery of water ice below the planet’s surface. This book explains the history of 
man’s study and analysis of the planet, and how modern-day science has furthered our 
understanding of Mars. 

Paperback
270 x 210mm
176pp
50 b&w, 225 colour illustrations

ISBN: 9781785211386
Book No: H6138
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: JUNE 2018

Mars Manual
From 4.5 billion years ago to the present
by David M Harland

Hyundai i10 (‘08-’14)
by Euan Doig

Hardback
270 x 210mm
320pp
750 b & w illustrations  

ISBN: 978 178521 414 1
Book No: 6414
Haynes RRP: £22.99 
Pub Month: MAY 2018

This manual covers the following:

Petrol 1.2 litre (1248cc)

Does NOT cover models with 1.0 or 1.1 litre petrol engines, 1.1 litre diesel engines or LPG models, ‘Grand 
i10’ or electric versions
Does NOT cover new model range introduced January 2014 

NEW IN 
PAPERBACK

Online Manual available  
upon publicationMOL
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New Titles - June 2018

Hardback
270 x 210mm
192p
250 colour illustrations

ISBN:  978 178521 189 8
Book No:  H6189
Haynes RRP:  £22.99 
Pub Month:  JUNE 2018

Hadrian’s Wall 
Operations Manual

From construction to 
World Heritage site 
(AD122 onwards)
by Simon Forty

Hadrian’s Wall is the largest, most 
spectacular historical monument in 
Britain. Nothing else approaches its 
vast scale: a land wall running 73 miles 
from east to west and a sea wall 
stretching at least 26 miles down the 
Cumbrian coast. Some of its forts are 
as large as Britain’s most formidable 
medieval castles, and with its mile 
towers, barracks and soldier’s leisure 
facilities the extended site allows an 
astonishingly rich insight into Roman 
frontier life. Some two millennia after its 
construction there are still mysteries 
about the wall: its precise route is not 
known in some locations – particularly 
in the urban landscape of Carlisle and 
Newcastle. There is still much to learn 
from it. Archaeologically we’ve only 
really scratched the surface. This book 
traces the concept, construction and 
purpose of the wall, how it was built, 
who worked on it and the lives lived on 
and around it, from Roman auxiliaries 
to civilian staff. For some 300 years 
around 12,000 men primarily from the 
auxiliary army’s infantry or cavalry 
manned the wall with a further 8,000 in 
forward forts and in reserve. The 
outstanding archaeological finds of 
sandals, writing tablets, uniform 
remnants, eating implements and 
personal effects all help to create a 
picture of the men who worked on the 
wall, while stunning aerial shots and 
matching cutaway illustrations help 
reconstruct the physical achievement 
of the structure itself.

26 hadrian’s wall manual design and construction 27

 1 continuation of hadrian’s wall towards carvoran.
 2  continuation of the wall towards chesters.
 3  north gate. Blocked in the later roman era, it is 

likely the eastern gate at Knag Burn was used 
instead. the wall of the fort to the east of the gate 
was liable to subsidence and had to be rebuilt 
numerous times. 

 4  west gate. also blocked in the later period.
 5  east gate. main entrance to the fort.
 6  south gate. the vicus lies just outside, spreading 

around both east and west sides. Just to the 
left at the entrance are the remains of a fortifed 
‘bastle’ house, which was home to the notorious 
armstrongs, a family of Border reivers — horse 
thieves and cattle rustlers. the road went to nearby 
Vindolanda.

 7  the headquarters building (principia) has a later corn 
drier built into it.

 8  the commanding officer’s house (praetorium). this 
magnificent building shows the important status of 
the family who lived here.

 9  the granaries (horrea) are placed at the highest point 
of the fort taking full advantage of the flat ground.

10  this large courtyard building was probably a hospital 
(valetudinarium). a farmhouse was built over the area 
in the 18th century, using robbed stone.

11–13, 15–16, 19–21, 23–24   ten barrack blocks.
14  Probably a workshop.
17  Probable barrack, built over the remains of turret 

36B which was destroyed when the fort was built.
18  Possibly a bath house for the commander.
22  Building 15, close to the east gate, was extensively 

rebuilt in the late 3rd century as a massive 
storehouse. later, a small bathhouse was inserted 
into its east end, most likely replacing a bathhouse 
outside the fort in the valley to the east.

25  southwest corner contained the communal latrines.
27–28   Bakeries.
29  typical shops and other buildings of the vicus.
30  the angle of this wall may have been aligned to the 

road to Vindolanda.

Housesteads
For 150 years this stone fort has been revealing the secrets of its past as archaeologists dig further 
into its foundations. set in a bleak landscape, it lies near the halfway section of the wall and only 
a short march from Vindalanda. originally built about ad 122, it supported a substantial vicus 
and was rebuilt at least twice in roman times. to the north lies the formidable whin sill dolerite 
ridge that also accounts for the fort’s unusual structure  – lying alongside the wall. housesteads is 
exceptionally well preserved and includes all the features of a long-standing roman frontier fort, 
including curtain wall and four gates, ancient latrines, granaries, barrack blocks, cisterns and water 
channels. Further excavations have unearthed an extensive collection of inscribed stones that reveal 
detailed insights into the military and religious life of the garrison.
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Peoples skilled in the art of mounted 
warfare, the auxilia filled a gap in the 
roman army and became steadily 
more important as the empire grew. 
recruitment was voluntary and the 
reward for 25 years’ service was 
citizenship for the soldier and his family. 
Julius caesar put the process on a 
proper footing with his recruitment of 
gallic horsemen, transforming them and 
the auxilia cavalry into  standardised 
units structured similarly to those of 
the legions. later, with the augustan 
reforms the auxilia were developed to 
become an integral part of the roman 
army – with light and heavy cavalry, 
light infantry and specialised units such 
as archers or slingers – specifically 
to support and supplement rome’s 
armoured punch of heavy infantry. By 
the 2nd century ce, large numbers of 
such auxiliaries had been recruited in 
spain, gaul, thrace, anatolia and syria 
and the auxilia then reached parity in 
numbers with the legions in infantry and 
provided all the roman army’s cavalry 
and archer support. after various revolts 
by enlisted auxilia in their province of 
origin – such as the Batavian revolt of 
69–70 ce – the romans ensured auxilia 
served away from their homelands, 
with the option to return individually on 
retirement. a unit based on a foreign 
frontier maintained its identity with 
recruitment from the homeland when 
it could, but as time and the empire 
went on and units became settled they 
began to lose their unique identity to 
their locailty, through intermarriage and 
retirement as well as local replacement. 
almost all the permanent garrisons that 
manned hadrian’s wall were auxilia. 

in 212 ce emperor caracalla 

granted roman citizenship to all free inhabitants of the empire 
and the distinction between legions and auxilia began to blur, 
becoming almost irrelevant.

there were six basic types of auxilia units. the cavalry were 
organised into alae (wings) of turma – its basic sub-unit of 32 
men. an ala quingenaria had 16 turma – 512 men – and an ala 
milliaria had 24 turma totalling 768 men. next came the infantry 
cohorts organised in much the same way as their legionary 
counterparts – a cohort quingenaria peditata had six centuries 
with a total of 480 men while the cohort milliaria consisted of 
10 centuries making 800 men. Finally, there were also units 
of mixed infantry and cavalry – a cohort equitata quingenaria 
made up of six centuries and four turma making 608 men and 
the largest formation of all the cohort equitata milliaria, which 
had 10 centuries and eight turma, making a total of 1,056 men. 
there was generally only one ala milliaria in any province and 
there were seven in total. there were also specialist units of 
archers and slingers, light and heavy cavalry and even barge 
and boatmen.

the highest ranking officer in the auxilia was the 
senatorially appointed tribune who commanded an ala 
milliaria. an ala was commanded by a prefect who was an 
equestrian officer or a native noble with roman citizenship. a 
turma was commanded by a decurion with two principales as 
subalterns and a signifer making up the command group. the 
auxiliary infantry were also commanded by prefects and their 
centuries were commanded by centurions. 

the equipment and attire of the auxilia was essentially 
the same as that of a legion but with quite a few specialist 
variations reflecting their particular country of origin – as 
infantry, heavy or light cavalry, archers or slingers. the 
legionary scutum was obviously impractical on horseback as 
was the lorica segmentata and the auxilia tended to favour 
round or oval shields and more chain and scalemail. they 

auXiLiarY caVaLrY
the auxilia were a fundamental and vital part of rome’s civilising influence, reflecting its realistic yet 
rewarding democratic process of inclusion and reward for effort and service to the common cause. 
the roman legions themselves fought above all as infantrymen, but they were experienced with 
horses and the pre-marian roman army had relied on the equites for its cavalry. however, the marian 
reforms discouraged this practice and severely reduced the number of roman cavalry. instead the 
romans began to develop auxiliaries (auxilia), initially from those italians that did not have citizenship, 
then later from foreign tribes of recently conquered territory and even from outside the empire.

 This relief of an auxiliary horseman 
in chain mail comes from the Roman 
city of Tropaeum Traiani in the remote 
Balkans. (Photo by Brown Bear/Windmil 
Books/UIG via Getty Images)

 Auxiliary cavalryman of the 
1st–2nd centuries CE. Much 
of the military presence on 
the wall was provided by the 
auxilia who outnumbered the 
regular legionaries by 2.5:1 
during the 2nd century CE.

 This wonderful reconstruction 
of chamfron – horse head 
armour – can be seen 
at the museum in 
Vindolanda. Its based 
on finds at the 
site which imply 
that they were 
manufactured there.

 Roman tombstone erected in memory 
of Rufus Sita, a Thracian cavalryman. 
It was found near London Road in 
Gloucester, 2nd century. (Photo by CM 
Dixon/Print Collector/Getty Images)

 Cavalry combat helmet made of iron 
and bronze, from Witcham Gravel, Ely, 
Cambridgeshire, 1st century AD. (Photo 
by CM Dixon/Print Collector/Getty 
Images)

Cavalry lance

Helmet, similar to legionary’s

Mail shirt with additional  
protection on the  
shoulders

Leather belt  
holding a  
spatha

also used spears and a longer sword called a spatha adopted 
from the celtic cavalry auxiliaries which in time became 
commonly used by the infantry too. 

c 130 ce there were some 56 auxilia units in the province 
of Britannia, with the cavalry having 11 alae of 1000 men 
each and the infantry 45 cohorts - a total of over 36,000 
men. auxilia cavalry were stationed at strategic points such 
as the wall’s headquarters fort at stanwix on the road north 
of carlisle which was garrisoned by a elite cavalry regiment 
some 1000 men strong – the ala Petriana from gaulamd 
also at chesters where the wall crosses the river tyne and 
at halton chesters by the dere street main road north. the 
terrain in the area of the wall made such mounted units 
perfect for patrol and response. the local confederation 
of tribes known as the Brigantes were famous both as 
horsemen and breeders, so the auxilia would have 
known some as friends and traders and others as 
skilful foes. many different units of auxilia served on 
the wall over its long duration, but not all of them 
have left archeological evidence that has so far 
been found. those that are attested by hard 
evidence and listed below.
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they used interlocking squares and lines – castramentation 
– to form the roman castra or fortified field camp. it 
is clear from roman sources that the field work was 
performed by the mensores who orientated the castra, 
established the main streets, and the outer defenses. 
they worked outwards from the locus gromae – the place 
of the surveyor’s cross – the centre of the praetorium. the 
castra’s playing-card shape with rounded corners was 
developed by the mid-1st century ce. 

the detail work within the castra was performed by the 
metatores, probably selected from the rank and file of the 
legion. indeed, it seems likely that the each contubernia 
– eight-man infantry squad – provided a metator, who 
among other duties would have laid out the position of his 
own contubernia within the castra.

the metatores were a part of the vanguard of the 
roman army on the march. Just behind the scouts and 
troops of the van came the engineers who cleared the 
path for the rest of the troops – cutting down trees, 
levelling rough ground and stragtening roads – and the 
metatores, ten men from each century who carried the 
tools they needed for marking out the camp as well as 
their personal equipment.

hadrian’s wall, the forts and their sophisticated buildings 
speak volumes for the romans’ technical and engineering 
capabilities. making maximum use of the natural features 
of the landscape – such as the ridge of the whin sill – they 
sited the wall at the most effective place. the people who 
did this were highly skilled professionals who used what we 
would term crude surveying instruments and tools.  as far 
as we know they didn’t use compasses,  had no method 
of magnified viewing (telescopes came into use during the 
17th century), couldn’t measure latitude or longitude and so 
couldn’t produce effective maps. while there are a number 
of extant roman writings about their techniques, as with 
so much of our knowledge of the romans, much is left to 
interpretation and conjecture. take the groma, the tool of 
the roman surveyor. most literature suggest it was the their 
main tool – but there’s a convincing argument to suggest 
it was too inaccurate to be able to perform over long 
distances and that a version of the later surveyor’s square 
might have been used. 

whichever instruments were in their hands, what can 
be seen plainly is that the romans had a brilliant and 
sophisticated engineering and surveying system capable 
of building large cities, immense bridges and lengthy 
aqueducts. measuring and marking out tracts of land was 
important socially for farmers and cities – in particular to 
settle land disputes – but it was also vital for soldiers. 

the most immediate use for the roman military surveyors 
and engineers was to produce roads and forts. For the latter 

surveying Techniques: the GROMA

The groma
this is a very basic tool, 
certainly less accurate than 
many writers would have us 
believe. it is composed of the 
stellata, two arms of equal 
length, crossed at right angles. 
From the four outer points, 
curnicula, four plumb lines 
are suspended, weighted by 
cone or pear-shaped weights. 
the rostrum joins the stellatta 
to the vertical pole, the 
ferramentum. a fifth plumb line 
suspended from the rostrum 
ensures the groma is centered 
on the required point. as long 
as the ferramentum is vertical, 
sighting down the stellata 
provides a useful tool for the 
surveyors.
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using the groma
By the beginning of the 2nd century ce, the groma was 
in the hands of the mensor gromaticus or agrimensor 
who dealt with horizontal surveying, the mensor librator 
handling more complicated problems (surveying in 
both the vertical and horizontal). when building a 
camp or fort, once the land had been prepared, the 
surveyors drew the locations of the streets and of the 
wall, beginning from the center of the field, possibly 
using the groma. in conjunction with posts (metae), 
the groma could provide a basic straight lines and 
right angles. it could also be used in the calculation of 
distances as exemplified in the diagram (above right) 
– of particular use for bridge-making, as Balbus says, 
“we were able to fix the width of rivers from the near 
bank even if the enemy wished to prevent us from 
doing so.” with the groma positioned at a lines were 
extended to identifiy points c and d. From the centre 
of the line a–c a line was extended B–F along the line 
c–d. as the two triangles so created are congruent, 
the distance a–B is the same as c–F and can be 
easily measured. the measurement could have been 
achieved by using a simple decempeda – as its name 

suggests, a ten-foot long measuring rod. Fitted with 
iron or bronze end-caps, this staff could be used for 
measuring distances in ten-foot increments.

 Surveying the terrain around the site of the wall would have 
thrown up a number of challenges, all of which would have 
been overcome by Rome’s experienced engineers.
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